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33 w? ABSTRACT 
The method of integral relations has been applied to the flow over a blunt axi- 
rymmetric body at moderate angle of attack. A one-rtrip analyria ir developed 
for a perfect gar or equilibrium air. 
bared on thir analyrir, and rerultr of the program are prerented. 
A machine program har baen written 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Despite certain drawbacks which will be mentioned below, Dorodniteyn's 
method of integral relations has been employed in connection with a variety of 
problems in fluid dynamics and has gemrally been found satiofacbry. 
sentially consists of a systematic formulation of the clseeical  integral tach- 
nique in which the equation@ are put in integral form and tho integral8 a r e  eval- 
uated on the bas i s  of an assumed dependence on the independent variable. 
illustration of the procedure has been furniehed by Dorodnitrynl in the form of 
a solution of the l inear equation 
I t  el- 
' 
An 
e 
This eq-iation exhibits the mixed behavior of the Navicr-Stoke8 equations for 
the blunt body problem, being elliptic for x < 1 and hyperbolic €or x > 1 .  
be written as two f i r s t -order  equations: 
It can 
\ 
The boundary conditions in the elliptic region indicated in f igure 1 bra sufficient 
to specify a continuoud solutiun in the shaded radon bounded on the +ght by 
two charac te r i s t ics  of the system. An approximation to this solution can be 
developed by assuming the dependent variables have the qu8drofic form 
and the same for v .  Integrating the differential equations from Y = 0 to y 3 111 
and from y = 0 to y = 1 ,  and substituting the above forma for u and *, gives tho 
following set  of ordinary differential equations: 
d u ( x ,  0) 
d x  
1 + U(., 0) -2h - 2 Y ( X ,  1) t 4 v t x ,  1/2)1 
- t  
1 - x  
, 
- 
d r  
~- 
2 ( 1  - I )  3 
d v ( x ,  1/21 1 
1 - [ x  - 5  u ( x ,  0) * 4 u ( x ,  1 m l  , 
d r  2 
I 
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Figuro 1 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR MODEL EQUATION 
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Here account has been taken of the boundary conditions at  y = O and y - 1 .  
boundary conditions u 1 0 ,  0) = ~ ( 0 .  1'2)  = 0 a r e  available at x = 0 to s t a r t  the 
integration. The starting values v ( 0 .  1/11 and v ( 0 ,  1) a r e  dependent on the 
requirement that the solution be continuous through x = 1 .  
these values assu res  that the numerators on the right-hand sides of the f i r s t  
two of the above equations will vanish at the eame time a3 the denom.inaror8. 
Dorodnitsyn' I numerical solution of the approximating system shows excellent 
agreement with the exact solution. 
The 
A correc t  choice of 
. Consideration of the example cited above reveals the following salient pointr 
rf this :olfiiulation of ihe method of integrai relations which a r e  common to the 
blunt body problem: the equations a r e  integrated up to a number of s t r ip  bound- 
a r i e s  which divide the region of interest, and a form of variation of the rolution 
in the direction of integration is assumed. Singularities appear in the resulting 
integrated equations which a r e  associated with tho transition from an elliptic 
to a hyperbolic system. 
solution continuous through these singularitie I, 
.. 
The starting conditions mur t  be chosen to render the 
The advantage of the method of integral relations in  reducing the partial  dfffer- 
entia1 equations to a Bet of ordinary differential equation9 i r  obviour. 
eolution is  not limited to a particular region - e. g . ,  the elliptic region - and it 
takes into account the influence of the elliptic region on the hyperbolic region 
through the singularity condition. 
using higher  -order approximating fuactionr, the accuracy of the rolution can 
be systematically improved. 
ditions can be t rea ted  in a direct manner by ruitable choice of the coordinate 
system. 
The 
By dividing the region h t o  more  utripr and 
Finally, probleme involving floating boundary con- 
F o r  instance, the blunt body problem is t reated in a body-oriented coordinate 
system. 
from the body surface to the edges of a number of r t r i p r  which divide ths'rhock 
layer  in equal intervals. A set of ordinary differential equations can then be 
obtained governing, say, the velocity component in  the body direction evaluated 
a t  the various s t r ip  boundaries, together with the detachment dirrrnce and 
rhock angle. These equations become singular when the velocity componentr 
become sonic. Suitable choice of the atarting conditionr - the r tagmtion point 
ahock detachment dirtance and the velocitiar a t  the s t r ip  boundarirr  along the 
dividing s t reamline - enable8 the singulariticr to be parsed  through in the pro-  
pe r  manner.  
The equztione of motion a re  integrated along the normalr  to the body 
The solution can than be continued in the ruperronic region, 
Four drawbacks a r e  evident in  thio scheme. 
lie on the sonic line, except on the body, aince the normal  component ol vel- 
ocity doe8 not appear. Thus the intuitively cor rec t  "choking" behrviot of the 
solution i e  illurory. Thio objection cannot be taken ser iourly 18 ~l piae t ics l  
mat ter  because the normal velocity component involved i r  generrlly small 
except at  low f r ee - s t r eam Mach numberr. It is rufficiant to recognira that for  
a given approximation the method of integral relation@ may be inkccurate at 
Mach numbers for which the normal extent of the shock layer i o  commenrurate  
with i t o  l a te ra l  extent. - 3- 
F i r r t ,  the r ingulrr  peinte de  not 
Second, the accuracy of the method is poor in the hyperbolic region, probably 
due to the thickening of the shock layer downstream of the sonic line. 
therefore  desirable to employ the method of characterist ics in the supersonic 
region, start ing a s  close a s  possible to the sonic line. 
It is 
Third, the solution in the general neighborhood of the singularity i s  quite sen- 
sitive to small  changes in the starting conditions, so that it  becomes necessary 
to determine the standoff distance with useless  accuracy in o rde r  that the r e s t  
of the resul ts  be acceptable. 
the final solution is indicated. 
A numerical scheme for rapid convergence on 
Fourth, any set of dependent variables can be chosen to be approximated in the 
direction zormal  to the body, and any s e t  of approximating functions can be 
chosen €or this purpose. The choice of variables and functions i s  arbitary from 
a mathematical point of view and thus r e s t s  entirely on individual judgment. 
Under such circLimstances it is wise to choose those dependent variables and 
approximating functions which are convenient to work with and which a t  the 
same time a r e  appropriate to the physical situation so as  to optimize the 
accuracy of the computation. 
the resu l t s .  
any given problem with the expectation that meaningful resul ts  will be obtained; 
ra ther .  
schemes for yielding the expected form of the solution. 
Schwiderski has stated some of the above drawbacks, evidently in an attempt 
to discredit  the method of Dorodnitsyn. 
mathematical and physical reasoning which is difficult to follow. At any rate, 
it is felt on the basis of the foregoing r e m a r k s  that the method of integral re- 
lations remains on solid theoretical ground despite the cri t icism. 
. 
The choice of coordinate system will also affect 
The method of integral relations cannot be used automatically for 
close attention must be given to the suitability of various possible 
2 
His arguments are  based in par t  on 
With these dr&wbacks in mind, the method of integral relations remains a use- 
ful tool for the solution of a number of flow problems 
blunt body problem dates f rom the work of Belotserkovskii3* ‘in which power 
s e r i e s  a r e  employed to represent the behavior of the flow variables f rom body 
to shock. Traugott”, Holt b , Xerikos and Anderson7, Kennet 8 , etc. have p re -  
sented versions of this method. Belotserkovskii basically finds that the results 
for one s t r ip  - the simplest approximation, i n  which linear profiles are assumed 
a r e  sufficiently accurate for most engineering purpoees, while for two or three 
s t r ip s  the method has essentially converged to the desired solution. 
B e l o t s e r k o ~ s k i i ~  has also investigated other formulations of the problem, in 
one of which the s t r ips  are  taken i n  the la te ra l  ra ther  than normal direction. 
This  method appears promising for  low supersonic Mach number flows and 
reacting flows, in which the normal profiles are perhaps not well approximated 
by power se r i e s .  
Its ap lication to the 
It has the advantage of doing away with the sonic singularity. 
Before discussing the application of the nnethod of integral relations to flows 
with angles of attack, the work of Swigartlo, l 1  should be mentioned. Swigart 
- 4 -  
per turbs  the equations of motion in the small angle of attack and 8t the sime 
t ime develops a solution i n  the form of a r e r i e r  expansion valid nehr the axis 
of symmetry of the shock wave (i. e. ,  near the rtagnation line). The angle of 
attack perturbation permits  the dependence on the meridional coordinate to be 
eliminated, and the s e r i e s  expansion rasulte in a r e t  of ordinary differential 
equations that are integrated inward f r o m  the given paraboloidal shock. 
Swigart 's resu l t s  for zero angle of attack agree  well with experiments1 and 
other theoretical reaults for epherical bodiea and ellipsoidal bohies of moderate 
eccentricity, even up to the sonic point; however, hie expanaien procedure 
would not bc expected to be accurate  €or blunt bodies with relatively small cbr-  
ner radii, unless many terms in the eerie8 were retained. 
e 
Swigart observer, that hie computed budy (dividing) s t reamline at angle of attack 
differs f rom the s t reamline that passes through the point where the rhock ir 
normal  to the f r ee  s t r eam vector - -  in other words, the body entropy i o  not the 
maximum entropy in the flow field. The important question of the body entropy 
wi l l  be discussed in greater  detail in Section 3. 
The papers  of Baeehin" and Minailos13 represent  recent  Soviet work in the 
field of blunt body flow at large angler of attack. 
gra l  relations with one st r ip  in the direction normal to the body, Baathin to the 
two-dimensional flat plate problem and Minailos to the problem of a yawing 
a x i s y m e t r i c  body. Vaglio-Lautin14, in addition to hi8 treatment of the appli- 
cation of the PLK method to the calculation of blunt-body flowr, prerentr an 
analysis s imi la r  to Bazzhin's for asymmetric two-dimendona1 rhrpes. 
Soviet authors  make allowances for the pos6ibility that the dividing s t reamline 
does not pass  through the normal point of the rhock, but do not furnirh tho 
additional condition8 necessary for  its determination. 
the resu l t s  of his calculations, which were performed with the initial arrwnp- 
tion that the dividing streamline did pass througb the normal  point on tha rhock. 
F o r  angles of attack sufficiently large ( > 30' 1 that his resulting rolution indi- 
cated that the initial assumption on the dividing streamline war incorrect, he 
notes that it was not possible to iterate tht aolution in order  to obtain ruccer r lve  
values of the entropy on the body. 
Both apply the method of inte- 
Both 
Basthin rummar i se r  
Minailos circumvents the difficulty of describing the meridional variation of tho 
flow variables  by assuming that this variation is rirnilar to what it would bo far 
smal l  angles of attack - i. e. , it i~ sinuroidal in the meridian angle. The oqua- 
tione of motion can then be written in the two dimenrionr of the plane of r p -  
metry,  with the t e r m s  which reprecent the meridional flux of maor and maman- 
tum determined by the solution in the plane. 
it probably introduces no more e r r o r  than the one-etrip amrumptien normal €e 
the body. The meridional variation can be thought of am baing rpproximrtod by 
Four ie r  s e r i e s  in the meridian angle, j u r t  &I the normal variation I D  approxi- 
mated by power eerie8 in the distance normal to the rurface. The approach of 
Minailos then consis ts  of taking the leading t e r m r  in the meridional as wail as 
the normal direction; the two approximations are consirtent in thio renua. 
Although this approech i r  artiflcid, 
If it 
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were desired to take more  than one s t r ip  in the normal direction, i t  would also 
be necessary to employ a higher approximation i n  the meridional direction in 
o r d e r  to make the resul ts  consistently better, and vice ve r sa .  The sinusoidal 
approach is appropriate to the moderate angle of attack range: it is not a pe r -  
turbation scheme limited to small  angles of attack, but it would be expected 
to break dowii ai v e r y  large angles of attack. The precise  range of validity 
can only by established by comparison with experimental and other theoretical 
r e sults. 
Vaglio-Laurin presents  a one-strip analysis which does not involve any assump- 
tion on the meridian coordinate. A finite-difference integration of the equations 
over  the surface of the body is suggested, start ing from the locus of sonic points 
and working inward to the stagnation point. N o  details on the method of integra- 
tion were given and resul ts  were not reported. 
The work reported below was done under Contracts NAS 9-858 and NAS 9-2494, 
the former under Subcontract RL-30107 from Avco Everett  Research Laboratory. 
The former contract covered a survey of all the methods presently available for 
the blunt body problem, an analysis of their suitability for the determination of 
three -dimensional flow fields, and formulation of the method of integral relations 
for yawed flows when that approach appeared to be most  promising. In addition, 
a machine 
opment of a machine program for the three-dimensional problem. 
rogram for ze ro  yaw based on the Garabedian-Lieberstein ap- 
proach16* P7 was furnished to  NASA. The l a t t e r  contract  hae covered the devel- 
The approach is s imilar  to that of Minailos. 
grated from the shock to the body in the direction normal to  the body, and a 
l inear  variation of certain flow quantities in this dir.ection is assumed. The 
meridional variation is assumed to b e  sinusoidal. The problem then reduces to 
the solution of ordinary differential equations for the body velocity, detachment 
distance, and shock angle in  the plane of symmetry of the flow. Singularities 
a t  the two sonic points (windward and leeward) on the body appear in the body 
velocity equation. 
with origin a t  the stagnation point. 
nation point outward in the windward and leeward directions. There a r e  four 
conditions needed to s t a r t  the integration: the location of the stagnation point, 
the shock detachment distance and shock angle a t  that point, and the value of the 
entropy on the body. 
of the sonic points essentially establishes two relations between the unknown 
start ing conditions. 
streamline must be perpendicular to the surface in o rde r  that the solution be 
analytic in the vicinity of the stagnation point. . The solution is then developed 
by an i terative scheme in which two parameters  - the stagnation point detach- 
ment distance and shock angle - a r e  adjusted until the body velocity can  be ex- 
tended smoothly through the two sonic points. 
The equations of motion are inte- 
A body-oriented asymmetric coordinate system is employed 
The equations a r e  integrated f rom the stag- 
The requirement that the solution be analytic in the vicinity 
Two other relations follow f rom the fact  that the stagnation 
- 6 -  
The  machine program has been written for a perfect gas and equilibrium air; 
the equation of state for the latter is in the form of curve fitr. The output of 
the program includes profiles of the flow variable8 from the body to the rhock 
at various subsonic and supersonic stations, computed from the assumed 
linearly varying functions. 
only a reasonable first guess of the two starting parameterr, 
the results with zero-yaw computations for a rphere indicate6 good agreement 
The iterative scheme i o  automatic and requires 
Campariron of 
-7 - 
_ -  
11. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
-4 geodesic, surface-oriented orthogonal coordinate system ( r ,  n ,  8) 
ployed, where n is the distance normal to the body, n = 0 is the body surface, 
I is surface distance along geodesic curves  originating a t  the sragnation point 
- 0. 9 is the angle between the line of symmetry and a geodesic, measured 
on the body at the stagnation point, 6 = 0 is the leeward plane of symmetry, 
and 0 = B is the windward plane of symmetry (figure 2). Then a general ele- 
ment of length d s  is given by 
is em- 
Here 
where Hr ( r ,  $ 1  is the radius of curvature of the surface in the r-direction, 
Ro ( r ,  8 )  is the radius of curvature in the 6- direction, and g ( r ,  8 )  is the s u r -  
face metr ic  for the @- coordinate. M i n a i l 0 s 1 ~  uses  a cylindrical coordinate 
system with axis along the axis of symmetry of the body: however, it is felt 
that the improvement in accuracy achieved with a coordinate system with origin 
a t  the stagnation point outweighs the slight additional complication ( see the 
derivation of the cross-flow equation below) 
In this coordinate system the velocity components in the 
are  denoted ( u ,  x 7 ,  f . respectively. The continuity equation and the equations 
of momentum in the r ,  n, and directions a r e  
( r ,  n, 6 ) -  directions 
-8- 
c 
By making use of equation ( 3 )  and relations of the form 
equations (41, ( S i ,  and ( 6 ;  can be written in the "divergence form" 
Before performing the integration in the n- direction, the variable n is replaced 
by the dimensionless variable 
wave. 
= n/t , where t is the value of n at the shock 
This transformation is governed by the following equations: 
- 10- 
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Equations (31, (7) ,  (8). and ( 9 )  then take the form 
dP; d Q i  d R; 
- -  + -  = Li - 
r3r a i  d o  
! i  = 1. 2, 3, 41. respectively, where 
(10) 
Equations (10) can now be integrated with rsrpect to 4 from the body rurfaca to 
any number of strip boundaries which divide the rhock layer. For thia one-attip 
-11- 
analysis we integrate with respect  to < f r o m  0 (body) to 1 (shock}. 
c ients  P I ,  K,. 
The coeffi- 
a r e  assumed to have l inear  profiles in i: 
f 1 2) 
where Pib is the value of Pi at the body and Pi, is the value of Pi a t  the shock. 
The resu l t s  of these integrations a r e  
i i3) 
In particular,  the continuity equation becomes 
Equation ( 5 ) )  becomes 
d P  + p u w  2) d d W  a, ( h j p u x  + h j p w  - t h q u w  -
d r  - d r  dr  b 
- ( h j  p u w ) b  - 
d r  
d R4 
d e  
s - - .  'b 
CiU 
+ L4b'L4s - - d 
J r ' h j  P L I W V ) ~  - 2 Q 4  a @  
T h e  equarion of conservation of stagnation enthalpy 
becomes a t  the body (vb = 0 )  
(15) 
o r  
Since the  entropy is constant on the body, 
- 12- 
t 
- - P P  (17) - dr - (db)S dr 
Wb 3% \ The quantities -and -can now be eliminated between equation. ( 141, ( 15), 
and ( 171, resulting in the fundamental equation for a+,: 
8, dr 
[ h 3 P  (-5)2Ib = 6-5) A t ( 5 )  B , 
b b 
whe r e 
The second of equation6 ( 13) yields 
-1  3- 
I n  t1:e preceding analysis. the only assumption has been that the profiles in the 
n- direction a r e  l inear.  
0 = 0 .  z ,  where by symmetry = - - 
The relevant quations are now written in the plane 
d W  
- ._. = 0, w = 0, - d o  * 0. Equation ( 18) "P 3, 
a0 
becomes 
while equation (20) becomes 
It remains to evaluate the cross-flow term-appearing dw 
This is done by aseuming that the variation of the cross-flow velocity component 
in the circumferential direction is given with adequate accuracy by 
in the above equations. ae 
while the variation of the other f low quantities (enthalp)-, u, v ) i s  given by 
h O  r h" ho - hn 
h =  c- 
2' 2 
cos P * 
n 
etc.  
tions a re  evaluated. 
nation enthalpy ( 12) gives 
Here the superscripts 0 . 7 ,  ~7 refer to the values of 6 a t  which the func- 
In the surface @ = n/Z the equation of conservation of stag- 
- 14- 
T h e  quanti:ies 
t h e  planes tt -- 0, R :  
h o .  hz a r e  eliminated by employing the enthalpy equations in  
1 
2 
H - ho - - [ ( u O ) ~  - ( v o ? l  , 
1 
H -  h" = 7- [ ( u " ) ~  - ( v " ) ~ ]  
L 
Then d w / M  in the planes 6 P 0, n is determined from the equation 
where the plus s ign  is selected for the windward side oi the rtagnation point 
and the rriinus sign for the leeward side. 
The significance of the above approach for the crorr-f low ir  that the uinuroidal 
dependence of the flow variables which is valid for a perturbation rcheme about 
ze ro  angle of attack has been extended to the moderate angle of attack problem 
under consideration. The precise way in which thin extenrjon ir made rernainr 
to a certain extent arbi t rary.  
defined guidelines for the treatment of l a r g e r  anglee of attack. Therefore the 
extension must be made so a n  to retain a0 many of the phyrical f s a t w e r  of the 
problem as posrible. 
affect the validity of equation (25). 
origin a t  the stagnation point insures that 
The usual perturbation rcheme furnisher no well- 
F o r  instance, the choice of 8 coordinate symtem will 
The ure of a coordinate ryetern with ita 
d W  
will vanfrh a t  the #tagnation 
point, as it should. 
Equation ( 21) governs the variation of Ub in the windward and leeward dirsctlonr.  
The coefficient of the derivative ir, seen to vanirh a t  the sonic point8 on the body. 
The condition must then be imposed that the right-hand ride vmimh at the sonic 
points also. 
IV. 
The way in which thir ir accomplished will be diucurrsd in section 
Equation (22) is earentially an implicit equation for the v a r f r t i m  of the @hock 
angle in the plane of symmetry. In section III,the rhock conditions wit1 Be rpeei- 
fiad in t e r m s  of the shock angle, so that it will be porrible to write equation (22) 
in explicit farm. Then by using an addition81 iquation deucribing fk6 geometrye 
of the  shock, 8 closed system will rerult in which the body velocity, rhsck de- 
tachment distance, and bhock angle can be determined by integration. 
-15-  
HI. BOUNDA4RY CONDITIONS 
The boundary condition at  the body vb = 0 has already been used. 
shock relations a r e  written in te rms  of the velocity components V ~ , ( f r e e  stream) 
and V:; (behind the ahock)normal tn the shock warre, 
The general  
The conditions sf continuity. 
normal  momentum conservation, and energy conservation are: 
L’N ~ 
P s  = P ,  - 
VN 
The condition of tangential momentum conservation yields the relations 
1 af 
ws = w- t (vn - vs) - - , 
h j  d e  
while the velocity component vs CM be related to the normal velocity component 
and the shock geometry by 
- i t 2  
I af 
Equations (26)-(31) essentially render the shock var iables  a s  functions of the 
shock geometry. An additional relation, the equation of state in t e r m s  of p ,  p , 
and h, is needed to complete the system. The sys tem is solved in an i terative 
manner for equilibrium air, whose equation of state in this instance is in the 
f o r m  of curve fits, by requiring compatibility of equations (26)-(28) with the 
equation of state. 
Figure 3 shows the geometry of the shock wave in the plane of symmetry.  The 
angle between the shock wave and a line tangent to the body a t  the corresponding 
point is A , measured positively as indicated. The angle between the shock and 
the free s t r eam is I ’  . 
the plane of symmetry it i s  convenient to replace the velocity component u which 
In specifying the shock conditions and the geometry in 
- 16- 
S M O C K  
Figuro 3 GEOMETRY OF SHOCK WAVE IN PLANE OF LYMMtl 'RY 
-17- 
I is positive everywhere by the component Uwhich i s  equal to u in absolute value, 
but which is positive to the leeward of the stagnation point and negative to the 
windward of the stagnation point. The shock conditions then become 
I 
~ 
us 1 \" s i n h  \ ' D L i ~ ~ ~ h ~ ~ ~ ~  , (35) 
where v =  ,\ + 1 - a . The constants a , V,, p, , p , ,  and h m  are input, and 
for a real gas Vx is determined at each point by the Newton-Raphson method 
so that p S ,  p5 , and h, are  consistent with the curvefit equation of state of 
equilibrium a i r  ps = p { p s  , hs). 
F o r  a perfect gas, 
L e t  Y be the Cartesian coordinate in the plane of symmetry indicated by figure 5. 
Then the shock detachment distance c is related to the shock angle A by the equa- 
tion 
Because there a r e  four a rb i t r a ry  parameters  required to start the integration 
and only two sonic singularity conditions as discussed in the Introduction, it is 
necessary  to obtain additional conditions if  the p r o b k m  is to bc well set. These 
additional conditions follow from an  examination of the nature of the solution 
near  the stagnation point. I n  the  neighborhood of the stagnation point the geodesic 
coordinates ( n, 
normal  to the body (Figure 4). 
, 8 )  reduce to a cylindrical coordinate sys t em with axis 
We assume that i t  i e  possible to expand the velocity components in Taylor s e r i e s  
in r and n in the vicinity of the stagnation point: 
-18- 
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But f ( 0  ) z 0 because Y = 0 at n = 0 ,  and e (  r )  1 = c = constant because other- 
wise v would not be single-valued along the n- axis. 
The vorticity i s  given by 
in the  ( n ,  r , 8 directions, or 
c 
4 -. 1 
The momentum equation (q . F) q = - - v p  gives pn = pr = ptf = 0 because of the 
P 
vanishing velocity, and similarly the equation of conservation of stagnation 
enthalpy h + l i 2  p2 = H (constant) gives hn = h, = h6 = 0 . .Hence all thermo- 
dynamic variables -- in particular, the density -- are stationary at the stagna- 
tion point by reason of the equilibrium equation of state.  The continuity oqua- 
tion then gives 
or, since C p  = 0, 
- . - #  X 
T he vorticity equation is written in the form f x  (q x Q) = Tx(-Vp) .  Since the 
right-hand side vanishes, P 
-21- 
w h e r e  
c - ( Z b - a 4 e - b d d l ,  - ( d - c ) d + Z e ( e - d 0 ) 2  = f&, + "  61 
r K 
Using equation (42), qo = 0 yields 
b d - a e  = 0 
The equation &, = 0 becomes 
so that 
e - d g  = 0 .  (45) 
N o w  ( 2 b  - a I ) )  must be constant in order that the vorticity component in the 
n-direction (equation (41)) be single-valued. The equation to = 0 then implies 
Differentiating equation (46) with respect to 8 and using the first of equations 
(42) to eliminate bd , we obtain the following differential equation for a: 
a@ + 4 a  Zc = 0 .  t 47) 
Let a ( O ) =  A ,  b ( O ) =  o(assumingaplaneofsynunetry),*(dZ) P B ( A a . n d B  
are the velocity gradients in two  orthogonal directions away from the rtagna- 
tion point on the surface). Then equation (47) has the solution 
- 2 2 -  
I -  
where C = - ( A  -+ fi) and equation (46) yields 
A - B 
2 
b = - s i n 2 6  
for the cross-flow gradient. 
(49) 
The two-dimensional stagnation point is represented by *e special case B =  0 .  
In general, %e Stagnation point has two axes of symmetry on the surface 
! H =  0 ,  z / z  1. 
Examination of equation (45) and the second of equations (42) in the same way 
yields 
e = - k, sin 0 - k1 COS 0 . .. 
At 8 = 0 , equation (44) implies that e (  0 )  = 0 = 
evaluation of equation (44) at 4 = v i 2  gives k l ,  
ff in addition B # 0 , then 
d = e - 0  
for a l l  8 .  If the stagnation point is two-dimensional, on the other hand, this 
conclusion cannot be drawn. 
In a three-dimensional flow, therefore, there are two alternatives. F i r s t ,  the 
flow in  the neighborhood of the stagnation point is analytic (i. e . ,  can be expanded 
in  power ser ies ) .  Then unless B = 0, all three components of the vorticity at 
the stagnation point a r e  zero, and the velocity components in the neighborhood 
of the stagnation point have the form 
w = b(8)r  , 
v - cn, 
where a and b are given by equations (48) and (49). The outflow veAocity u and 
the c ros s  flow w vanish along the axis perpendicular to the body, and the stagna- 
tion streamline is perpendicular to  the surface.  I f  B = 0 , however (two-dimen- 
sional flow), this is not so, and the stagnation 'streamline subtends an angle to 
the surface which is dependent on the way it passes  through the 8hock rather 
than on conditions near the stagnation point. 
The second possibility is that the flow does not have an analytic solution near  
the stagnation point. This possibility is rejected in the present context because 
-23- 
it is  inconsistent with the assumption that the flow variables can be approximated 
by analytic functions. 
several  interesting conclusions. It seems questionable, however, whether an 
actual subsonic flow field would support the nonanalytic stagnation points which 
Ha ye s cons ide r s . 
Hayes18 explores this possibility in detail and a r r ives  a t  
The meaning of the argument presented above in the context of the one-strip 
approximation being considered in this paper is that the dividing s t reamline 
becomes a straight line perpendicular to  the body. This can be seen  from tho 
fact that thc t-c!ociti; compoiient'~"1acks ariy iiriear dependence on n in %le vicinity 
of the stagnation point, so that, to be consistent with the l inear approximation. 
it must vanish identically along the stagnation point normal. 
fuxdarr.enta1 differential equation for ub cannot be satisfied at the stagnation 
point unless the value of u a t  the shock point opposite the stagnation point 
i anishes. 
In addition, the 
i t  is therefore concluded that the initial shock angle must  be such that us* = 0 ,  
and that the body entropy h a s  the value associated with that shock angle. The 
problem then essentially reduces to the determination of the proper values of 
two parameters ,  the stagnation point location I, and initial shock detachment 
distance e o ,  which will  allow the solution to be continued through the two sonic 
point singularities. 
the right-hand side of equation (35) equal to zero and performing the usual 
Rewton-Raphson iteration subject to this constraint. 
Vaglio-Laurin" originated the concept of us0 = 0 being used to determine the 
missing starting conditions for the one-strip method of integral relations, al- 
though his argument is  difierent from that used above. 
argument to cover the case of N strips being taken between the body and the 
shockv and a r r ives  at a s t reamline which is  not normal to the body a t  the stag- 
nation point for S > 1. 
The above argument can readi ly  be generalized tQ the case of E strips.  'hk 
initial conditions a r e  then most easily visuaiized if they a r e  formulated along 
the dividing streamline. This curve is given by some unknown equation t = r 
r r(n). F o r  each ( 1  = 0 ,  1 , . . . , N for N strips) there is an unknown r i  , 
giving a total of (8 f- 1) unknown r i  . Also the value of 9 (standoff distance) 
is unknown (the other nl. can be specified a s  fractions of thie quantity). The 
unknown shock angle A a t  the dividing streamline determines the values of the 
x-ariabies at the shock together with the dividing {body) entropy. 
velocity components along the dividing streamline are related by 
The shock angle is determined a t  the initial point by setting 
He general izes  his 
The two 
- 24- 
I 
::id both \-iinisf: ;:I ttic Sod \ .  Hunse  there a r e  ( N  - 1 ) unkno\sn ut , say. All 
< r t h c . r  propertie5 d long  the di.r-idinp strezmline can be determined from these 
( - \  t 2 )  unkna;ns by the equation of conservation of stagnation enthalpy and 
t h e  equation of state. The 2x sonic singularity conditions determine all but 
two of them. 
The two remaining unknowns are determined by expressing the unknown func- 
tions r ( n 1 and uf * 1 along the dividing streamline in terms of expansions appro- 
priate to the N-strip approach: 
n (;T . . . .  
f = r  o"'T"= - . 
u -  
Since the streamline is perpendicular to the surface a t  the stagnation point and 
r' u 
- = O  there,  \ye require 
( 4  n 
r 1  - u1 0 . 
two relationships betxveen the unknowns which are sufficient t o  yield a well-set 
problem. 
1. 
-25 -  
I\'. F I N A L  FORhIUL4TIOX AND .METHOD O F  SOLUTION 
Hnving introduced t h e  Cartesian coordinate 
5) a n d  the velocity component i (equal i n  absolute value to u but positive on the 
leex-srd sAe ef the stagnation polnt and negative nn the windward), w e  can now 
write t h e  differential equations corresponding t o  (38), ( 2 2 ) .  and (21), respectively: 
in the previous section ( s e e  figure 
SIR .I - d r  = (I -i 2) tanA , 
dY 
r 
Here 
(equation of state of equi- 
librium air given by curve 
fits wi th  5b = constant), (56 )  
(57 )  (curve-fit speed of sound). 
-26- 
Using the shock conditions derived in the previous section, the following final 
equations are obtained. The derivations have been omitted. 
- - - - - +  dA I) dA 1 + g p u v  sin A (7 1 de 
dY C dY C g ( t  + t) sin& 
- I  
dY 
where 
C = ..).[$ s ~ A  + VNCOSA - V,sh (u + A) 1 
c w  h - VN sin A - V, cos (v - 
-27- 
Here 
are given in  terms of the curve-fit function(dp/dS)h . For a perfect gas, 
(2L)h = - -ii: P , 
where  R is the gas constant. 
The cross-flow w is given by 
fi,-(y) + u (-Y + 2 R1 cos lo) I 2 
2 \ 
d r  v = - -  
-28-  
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where the plus s i g n  i s  selected for Y C R ~ C O S  &and the minus sign for  
Y R 1  COS .j0 . - 
We now specify the geometric parameters  appearing in the above equations. 
A s  indicclted in F i g .  5, the body is assumed to be a sphere with radius  Rl at 
least  up to the stagnation point. At the last  point on the nose sphere, 1 = -31 . 
Beyond this point the body shape either may be given in tabular fo rm o r ,  if the 
input constant R2 is specified, may be  a tangent t o rus  with corner  radius R2 . 
for A = COS-1 (e) ; 
for Y > - R COS 1 j ( Y ) i s  either given in tabular form as  input (Y  .. 0) , 
1 1 '  
f m Y  0. 
Y (R1 -Rz) COS 11 
o r ,  if a value of the input constant R 2  is given, 1 = cose1 
Here  R 1 ,  R 2 .  and dl(n > 1, > Jo > n / 2 )  a r e  input constants. 
The radius of curvature 
defined a s  follows: 
of the body contour in the plane of symmetry is 
for Y 5 - R, cos .31 
R r  = for ' Y ' ..I - R1 cos 3 1  and R 2  given 
for . Y  - R1 cos .I1 and R? not given (, C I i n  3 
The radius RHin the plane of symmetry is simply the distance from the body 
to the  body axis of symmetry,  measured along the normal to the body: 
for , Y '  2 - R 1  cos 31 
\ R1 
The met r ic  g measures  the surface distance between corresponding points on 
adjacent geodesics, divided by the meridian angle between them at the stag- 
nation point. 
ordinate Y 
In the plane of symmetry,  this becomes in  t e r m s  of the co- 
- 2 9 -  
where the integration is ca r r i ed  out from the stagnation point Yo = R1 cos I,, . 
The integral is singular a t  Y = 0. 
on t h e  nose sphere I is equal to the cylindrical radius in a coordinate system 
oriented with r-=n--t --=-- ts the stagnation p~irit .  The squation above can then be 
applied on the body contour excluding the nose sphere, resulting in the defini- 
tion: 
e 
This behavior is circumvented by noting that 
Since KO = 0 (the value of R at the stagnation point), the governing equation for 
c b  has an indeterminate form at the stagnation point. 
be removed Q i  expanding locally in Y - Yo . In the vicinity of the stagnation 
point, 
This indeterminacy must 
Y - Yo 
I ! =  
sin 1, 
dU 
dY 
L' - ( Y  - Yd) - , 
Substituting in equation (53) and dividing by Y - Yo , w 0  obtain the initial gradient 
of the body velocity: 
( + for Y R1 cos lo. - for Y 2 R i  cos .io ) . 
- 30-  
The method of solution is as follows. An initial guess i s  made of the unknowns 
In the absence of experimental data or the like, the stagnation 
point location can be approximated as the point a t  which the body surface is 
perpendicular to  the s t r eam direction: 
lo and fo . 
Also the detachment distance can be approximated by the zero-yaw value for  a 
sphere. which can be correlated fairly we l l  by the formula 
It i s  likely, however, that equation (75) in particular will be inaccurate for 
most cases  of interest .  Fortunately, excellent data is available for lo and 
runs can be made to bracket the starting values of lo and t o  before the auto- 
matic iteration procedure in the program becomes effective. 
c o  (e.g., reference 20). and a t  worst a s e r i e s  of prellminary machine program 
The shock equations (32)-(36) are solved for  us0 = 0 t o  determine the starting 
conditions corresponding to  the initial choice of starting parameters .  
values are substituted into equation (73) to  determine the Initial gradient of the 
body velocity, The differential equations f51) ,  (52). and ( 5 3 ) ,  are then integrated 
simultaneously for Y 2 R1 cos . l o . L ; 2 C  and Y c R1 cos lo, C < 0 . 
considered as a set of six equations, t h ree  for the plus (leeward) direction and 
three fo r  the minus (windward) direction. Positive and negative increments in 
Y are  equal for each integration step. The f i r s t  few integration s teps  a re  corn- 
puted by a Runge-Kutta technique; subsequently, a predictor-corrector integra- 
tion procedure is used which va r i e s  the Y-intervals according to  the agreement 
of the integrated values with values computed by extrapolation from previous 
steps.  
These 
Essentially they are 
In the process  of integration, the program eventually reaches two points, one 
in each direction, at which either F = 0 or 1 - - + o (whichever happens first). 
If F = 0, ub reaches a stationary point and subsequently dec reases  in magnitude. 
If I - -  -. 0, ub varies  rapidly and the predictor-corrector integration routine 
reduces the interval between successive steps t o  an unacceptably small  value, 
The location of these points is determined in the following manner:  
L!: 
82 
ut 
a; 
{a) If F = 0 the solution is interpolated to the precise  point where F = 0 
and the quantity 
- 3 1 -  
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I .  
is computed at the point. 
(b) If ! - - - 0  (i.e., the integration interval is reduced beyond a 
certain point), the solution i e  extrapolated to the supposed point where 
Lg? 
ab- 
L: 
0 and rhe quantity 1 -  1 -  
is computed at that point. 
I n  practice, one of these points is reached before the other.  
singular point is reached, the integration corresponding to the side (windward 
o r  leeward) on which the point l i es  is suspended. 
which are needed to continue the integration in the other djrection, a r e  computed 
by a least-squares curve f i t  of all the preceding values of U. 
is then continued in the other direction until the other singular point is reached, 
w h e n  steps (a) and (b) a re  repeated, 
When the f i r s t  
c Subsequent values of U', 
The integration 
Thus each iteration corresponding to a pair of values for \o and c 0  produces 
a pair  of values  d, 
cnc! o n  the  Ilndu-ard. (Object: to reduce the values di 
un t i l  the  solution car, be continued through the two sonic points}. This is 
accomplished by a Sewton-Raphson scheme in which successive values of 
d, . and d 
corresponding to the  initial guess of \:')and 6 2 ' '  has been computed, two other 
solutions a re  computed, corresponding t o  the  value 
and d, ( I  = 1 or 2 ) .  the i r r s t  on the l e e w a r d  s ide  and the  set- - - 
and d, in magnitude 
* - 
a r e  estrrnated by numerically forming "derivatives" of these - 
quantities w i t h  respect to lo and to . For instance, after the solution d, (1) 
- 3 2 -  
. 
where p j  and pc are small input constants. The following derivatives a r e  then 
computed: 
The predicted value8 of A"',' and a r e  given by 
where 
ddi dd; - * ad; ai- + 
and where f is a factor leer than or equal to unity. For the usual Nswton- 
Raphson scheme, f would be set equal to unity. Convergence may be achieved 
more  quickly, however, if f i s  given a fractional value. The r ea ron  i r  that 
the program muat s tay on the crame eide of the ringularlt ier  f rom iteration to 
i teration - in other worde. i f  F- 0 at the leeward singularity on the firrt 
goer to cero at tho i teration ( care  (a)), then F must go to  zero before 1 - - 
leeward aingularity on all eucceeding i terationr.  U thi r  condition ir not mat, 
the Newton-Iiaphron scheme becomes merninglere becaure the function di 
which it is attempting to  minimize i6 not smooth. Therefore if the program 
jump0 to the other ride of a ringularity during a n  iteration, it ir required to 
reduce the incrsrnante i n  (3b and eo eyetsrnatically until it return8 to the original 
ride of the eingularity. Giving f a fractional value tendr to  make thir  behavior 
leer likely. The optimum value for f can only be determined by experimentation. 
The solution is i terated until iucceraive valuer of b, and to ratirfy the followin8 
* 4 
4 
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V. IMACHINE PROGRAM 
A machine program has been written for the IBM 7094 computer based on the 
foregoing analysis. The running time i s  about 5 to 10 minutes for a given 
body shape and angle of attack and for a perfect gas. 
Figures  6 and 7 show preliminary resu l t s  f rom this program for a perfect 
gas .  Figure 6 is a comparison of the zero-yaw body velocity distribution at 
Mach 10 on a spherical body with unit radius;  the cornparsion curve war  com- 
puted by the one-str ip  program of Shih et ai.21 a s  adapted by Springfield22 at 
with the value 0.12662 f rom the Shih program. The difference i r  due to a 
different choice of dependent variables. 
.-. A ..c_ " RAD. The cm-qxtsd shsck dttachmezt die taxe  wse c). 1200 1. sr compared 
On figure 
computed a t a  =O and a =15 degreee.  The coordinate yf is a wind-oriented 
Cartesian coordinate. 
the f ree-s t ream vector, ideally the curvea as plotted this way would coincide. 
The following values resul ted from the computation: to t 0.12826, .I, = 104.96 
degrees .  
7 i s  plotted the body velocity distribution on the rame rphere  a s  
Since the flow field on the sphere simply rotates with 
It is seen from figures 6 and 7 that the velocity diatributionr a r e  indirtinguirh- 
able  except near the sonic points, where tho diragreement i r  due to a ra ther  
loose convergence requirement on I ! !  and eo ra ther  than to a doficiency in tho 
program. 
Following io  a eummary of the input to P rogram 1560. Many of the V a l U 8 B  8ra 
prese t ,  but can be al tered to suit the requirementr  of any particular problom. 
IKPUT 
H8 
V8 
It@ W 8  
.Free- ~ t r e a m  conditionr 
R2 R2 
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D 1 :.. 
ALPHA ': 
GiZ ?,I LIA 
R 
SOR 
R i3 wo 
HO 
TO 
GASGtlP 
C0)NV 
UPBND 
DNBND 
FACTOR 
EFACT 
D E L 0  * 
Eh? 
D M  I 
IVOLGmP 
XMUK 
DT 
SQGP 
FUCNEX 
'1 
n Angle of attack 
Ratio of specific heats 
H Gas constant 
i s* I'R 
Pu \ Reference ( sea  level) conditions 
Gas option (0 perfect gas; 1 r e a l  gas)  
Convergence criterion for A, i teration (10-9 for perfect gas) 
Upper bounds for predictor-corrector 
Lower bounds for predictor-corrector 
Factor to change predictor -corrector  when bounds are  exceeded 
initial value of eo (zero resul ts  in calculation f rom correlation) 
Initial value of it, (zero causes  lo = R!? - u ) 
pc - derivative change in fo for Newton-Raphson 
i i j  - derivative change in .lo for  Newton-Raphson 
Number of Newton-Raphson iterations al lowed 
+. - factor in Newton-Raphson 
Initial integration interval in s 
Newton-Raphson square option ( 1  causes  square of d;* 
to  Le used; 0 causes exact value to be used)  - 
0 
f - fraction of indicated change of Newton-Raphson which will 
uti 1 i z ed 
- 3 8 -  
PRIST Print  option (0 prizts only last  integration; 1 prints all 
integrations) 
N N - Profile printed out every f l h  integration step 
L L - (L + i j  point6 on each profile 
* degrees 
radians 
Aside from the parameters  co I io, h,, Sb, the output of the program coneirte 
of a series of profiles of the flow variables from the body to  the shock. 
profiles are computed during the f inal  iteration of the program. 
based on the assumed linear profileB for the Pi  : 
These 
They are 
Pi - , I  - 4 )  Pib t i P i  . 
S 
The following equations result: 
1 * -  
Re 
The profiles are printed out every  h*h integration rtsp, where N i o  an input 
- 39- 
iI:teper. 
k id)  aiid t h e  s h o c k ,  where L is another input integer. 
spaLed and r-re computed from the  formula 
4 t  each step there  are L+l  points in  all on a profile, including the 
The points a r e  equally 
' =  - ' . 1 - u . : . z  % . _ _ ,  L . 
1. 
A t  each point on a profile, equations (82)  a r e  solved by a straightforward 
i terative scheme involving the  equation of conservation of stagnation enthalpy 
and the eqtiation of state.  
The variables printed out are 
1' . '4 'w' ' 1  ;' . p .  h S. a ,  
t ogc the r  \vith 1, 1's. A ,  1 , and , where 
is t h e  i luid speed and 
is the f l m  -deflection angle with respect to the vehicle axis. 
-40 -  
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